We classify the compact, connected groups which have infinite central A(p) sets, arithmetically characterize central A(p) sets on certain product groups, and give examples of A(p) sets which are non-Sidon and have unbounded degree. These sets are intimately connected with Figà-Talamanca and Rider's examples of Sidon sets, and stem from the existence of families of tensor product representations of almost simple Lie groups whose decompositions into irreducibles are rank-independent.
Introduction
In this paper we arithmetically characterize central A(p) sets on products of compact connected almost simple Lie groups, and we give the first published (so far as we are aware) examples of non-Sidon sets which are A(p) sets for all p G (2, oo) and which contain representations of arbitrarily large degree.
Unlike the abelian situation, there are examples (cf. [6] ) of infinite nonabelian compact connected groups which admit no infinite central A(4) sets. We will classify those compact connected groups which do admit infinite central A(4) sets, and we prove that every infinite local A(p) set contains an infinite A(p) set.
The problem of finding non-Sidon sets on compact abelian groups, which were A(p) sets for all p e (2, oo), was solved by Bonami [2] by taking m-fold products of dissociate sets. Our examples are similar: we take the irreducible subrepresentations of m-fold tensor products of certain independent sets, christened FTR sets in [5] . These sets were Figà-Talamanca and Rider's examples of Sidon sets with unbounded degree [8] . Ideas from both Bonami's and Figà-Talamanca and Rider's work can be found in our proofs.
Preliminaries
Let G be a compact group. The dual object G of G will be taken to be a maximal set of pairwise inequivalent continuous unitary irreducible representations of G. If a is an irreducible component of the continuous unitary representation y of G we write a < y, and we denote by d(y) its degree. Since we consider only continuous homomorphisms, we will henceforth take "continuous" to be understood. The representation obtained by taking the mfold tensor product of a with itself will be denoted am (and of course we take a° to be the trivial representation); we also write a~m for (ä)m . If E ç G then we write Em = {a G G: a < yx ® • • • ® ym , yu ... ,ymeE} (see [9, 27.35] ). If G contains at most finitely many elements of each degree we call G tall. By ^k{G) we denote the space of trigonometric polynomials / on G whose Fourier transforms / are supported by E ç G, and by ^Z(G) we denote the subspace of central trigonometric polynomials.
Let p G (2, oo) . A subset E of G is called a {central) A(p) set if there is a constant Cp suchthat \\f\\p < Cp\\f\\2 whenever / e &k{G) (/ G <^Z(G)), and E is called a /oca/ (central) A(p) set if the inequality ||tr,4<7||p < Cp||tr^CT||2 holds for all a G E and (central) matrices ^. The least such constants Cp are called the (central) A(p) constants or local (central) A(p) constants accordingly, and will be denoted by np(E) {(P(E)) and n^(E) (ÇP{E)). For standard results on A(p) sets and equivalent characterizations we refer the reader to [9, §37] .
Lie theory and tensor product decompositions
We fix in this section certain notation which will be used throughout the paper, and summarize some of the representation theory of compact groups which is required.
If G is a simply-connected compact Lie group then we denote by <I> the corresponding root system, by^A the weight lattice, and we fix a base A = {ai, ... , a/} (/ the rank of G) for O. We write 0+ for the positive roots and A+ for the positive cone of A (relative to A), with the fundamental weights, denoted Xi, ... , X¡, ordered as in [17] . The fundamental weights are an integral basis for A, dual to A in that {X¡, ak) = 2{X¡, aic)/(aic, a^) = ôjk . We put 5 = J2j=i Aj ; S is also half the sum of the positive roots. A partial order is defined on A by ¡i -< X iff X -¡x is a nonnegative integral sum of positive roots. The Weyl group will be denoted by W, and the weights of Let G be a compact connected almost simple Lie group, and let G be its simply-connected covering group. Then the dual object of G may be identified (via the highest weight of each representation) with the positive cone of a sublattice of A containing the root lattice. We abuse notation somewhat and write X for the irreducible representation of G (or G, depending on the context) whose highest weight is X G A+. The symbol ç will be used to denote the representation of G whose highest weight is X\ , if G is not exceptional (it is sometimes convenient to consider types B2 and D$ exceptional), or the trivial representation otherwise.
One reason for the importance of tensor product decompositions lies in the simple observation that for G any compact group and a G G, the central A(4) constant of the singleton {a} is determined by the number of irreducible com-ponents of a®a (or a®â ), counted by squared multiplicities (see (5.2) below). For G almost simple Lie, there are formulas which give explicit decompositions of tensor products, such as that due to Brauer-Klimyk: Neither this formula nor that of Steinberg (see [11, Theorem 24.4] ) gives a straightforward way to count the number of components occurring in the decomposition, because of cancellation. However, it is possible to determine the form of a few special summands, and hence obtain a lower bound for the number of components.
(3.2) Lemma [7, Lemma 3.8] . Let X, X' G A+. Suppose that k G N satisfies k < min ((A, a¡), (A', a,)) for some i G {1, ... , /} . Then p = A + A' -ka¡ G A+, and p occurs with multiplicity one in X®X'. D (3.3) Lemma. Let X, X' g A+ and suppose p = w{X), some w eW, satisfies p + X' G A+. Then p + X' occurs with multiplicity one in X <8> A'. Proof. From Theorem (3.1) it suffices to prove that the only v g 11(A) for which v' -v + X' + S is ^"-conjugate to p' = p + X' + ô is v = p . So suppose that v' is ^"-conjugate to p'.
Since p' G A+ , it follows [11, Lemma 13.2.A] that v' -< p' and hence that p-v -p' where p' is a nonnegative integral sum of positive roots. Since the Weyl group preserves the inner product, we also have (*) {v',»') = (H',ß').
Now [11, 13.4] v G U(X) means that w'(v) = X -p G A+ for some w' G W and some nonnegative integral sum p of positive roots. Hence
+ ô-ww'(X' + <?)) + 2 {-p, w'{X' + ô)) (using the fact that {2X-p,p)>0 since 2X-peA+) Once again, by induction we prove that for 1 < i < I,
where by mj_, we mean m/_i if / -I is odd and m/ if / -i is even, and similarly for m\. These belong to A+ when I -i is odd, or when m/_ ¡ = m¡, settling the case of / even. For / odd we have
These belong to A+ when I -i is even, or when m¡_ x = m¡. D
The preceding lemma shows in some sense that the decomposition of the tensor square of an "arbitrary" representation will depend on the rank of the group. Perhaps surprisingly, there are certain representations (whose highest weights can be thought of as rank-independent) whose tensor decompositions are rank-independent, as the following result shows. Proof. Let A = £jt=i mk^k £ A+ and suppose that mk = 0 for m < k < I, where m < / -2. We compute the decomposition of Xx ® A and see that the component weights are the same regardless of / ; the claimed result then follows by induction.
Suppose first that <P is of type A¡. Since X\ is minimal, n(Ai) = WX\ [3, VIII, 7.3] . Keeping the notation used in the proof of (3.4), we have wij{Xi) = -Xj+Xj+i.
Since d(Xi) = |II(A,)| = / + 1 , we see that n(A,) = {-Xj+Xj+i:0<j<l}.
Because (-Xj + Xj+X + X + S, ak) > 0, 0 < j < 1, 1 < k < I, there is no cancellation in the Brauer-Klimyk formula, and the tilde function is trivial. Hence the components of X\ ®A are precisely those X-Xj +Xj+\ which belong to A+ (and each occurs with multiplicity 1). Since m¡ = 0 for ; > m, the only possible components are A -X¡ + A;+i with 0 < j < m, and in particular the decomposition is independent of /.
We suppose next that O is of type C¡ ; again X\ is minimal and we find that n(A.) = {±(A,-_! -Xj): 1 <;</}.
As before, the components of X\ ® A are those A ± (Xj -Xj+i) e A+ with 0 < j < m , so the decomposition is independent of /. Suppose now that <P is of type D¡ ; again X\ is minimal and we find that n(A0 = {±(A,_1-A,):l<;</-l}U{±(A/_2-A,_1-A/)}.
As before, and remembering that m < / -2, the components of Ai <8> A are those A ± (Xj -Xj+\) G A+ with 0 < j < m, so the decomposition is again independent of /. Proof. The first assertion follows from (3.5) via the symmetry of X¡ = X\. The second follows from similar calculations to those in (3.5): if A = YJk=x mkXk G A+ has mk = 0 for m < k < I -n then the components of A i <s> X are those A-A;+A;+i and X+(Xj -Xj+\) which lie in A+ , where 0 < j < max(m, n). G (3.7) Conjecture. Let O be of type At, B¡, C¡, or D¡ and suppose p < X™ and v < X". Provided / > m + n + 1 we know that the decomposition of X™+n is independent of /, and hence the possible decompositions of p ® v are finite in number. We conjecture that in fact p ® v has the same decomposition regardless of /, provided that / > m + n + 1.
m-FOLD FTR sets and constructions of (central) A(p) sets
We define a special class of sets closely related to the FTR sets of [5] . Because our present interest is with connected compact groups, we make use of the following structure theorem in our definition. A definition for arbitrary compact groups (along lines similar to the definition of FTR sets in [18] ) is possible, but unnecessarily awkward for our purposes.
(4.1) Theorem. Let G be a compact connected group. Then there exist a group of the form ^ = ix HaeA ^<* • wnere T is the connected component of the identity of the centre of G and (Ga)aeA is a family of almost simple simplyconnected compact Lie groups, and an epimorphism n :& -> G whose kernel is a totally disconnected closed subgroup of the centre of & with the property that (kern) n T contains only the identity.
Further, if G is tall, then T is trivial, and for each l G N there are only finitely many Ga having rank I.
Proof. This is taken from [15, 6.5.6] and [5, 6.3] . D Definition. Let G be a compact connected group with covering group & and epimorphism n : & -* G as in (4.1). Let F = FTR(^) be the FTR set of S? (in the sense of [18] ). The m-fold FTR set of G is then FTRm(G) = {aeG:aoneFm}.
Let P be any subset of F having the property that (i) P U P ç F and (ii) P n P = 0. Then we say that {a G G : a o n e Pm] is a partial m-fold FTR set of G.
Note that a 1-fold FTR set is just an FTR set, and that FTRW(G) is quite a different creature from FTROT(G), the FTR set of order m defined in [18] . Also note that in general FTRm When & -YlatA G<* , with the GQ simply-connected compact almost simple Lie groups (and, for convenience, other than Spin (8) or Spin(5)) the elements of FTRm(S0 are easily described. For each a = (aa)aeA G FTRm(S?) there is a family ((i'a, ja))a€A of nonnegative exponents such that Y,aeA(ia + ja) = m and for each a G A, aa < ç£ ® c¿*a. For each a G P, a partial m-fold FTR set for &, there is a family (ia)aeA such that J2aeA ia = m, where for each a G A' = {a G A : Ga = SU(na)} either aa < çl° or aa < ça''a, and aa = 1 for aeA\A'. An obvious corollary of Proposition (3.5) is that for G a compact connected almost simple Lie group, the number of irreducible subrepresentations of çj®çk is bounded by a constant depending only on m whenever 0 < j, k < m . Thus in this case a bound for the cardinality of FTRm(G) depends only on m . This property is also a consequence of the fact that the Sidon constant of FTR(G), and hence also np(FTR(G)), is independent of G [5, 4.5.2; 18, 3.2].
We will first prove that m-fold FTR sets are central A(p) sets for all p e (2, oo). As every (central) A(p) set is (central) A(q) for all q < p it suffices to show that these sets are central A(2s) sets for all positive integers s . Since m-fold FTR sets are defined via a covering group, we first require information about how A(p) sets are preserved by group homomorphisms. Proof. Parts (iii) and (iv) are easy corollaries of (i) and (ii) , and the proof of (ii) is obtained from that of (i) by replacing y with 3~z throughout. In what follows, C = C(s, 2) will denote a constant, whose value may change from line to line. We use b^i to denote the entry in the (i, j)®(k, /) position of the nm x nm matrix B ; the diagonal entries are bjjkk so that tr^(ç, xç2)(x,y) = ^{A(çl(x)®ç2(y)))jm = JZ aJ>kixuyik, The most important consequence of this result is 
Existence of central A(p) sets
We collect together some estimates on the A(p) constants for product groups.
(5.1) Lemma. Suppose G = G\ x G2 is a product of compact groups and that E\ ç Gi, and E2C G2. Then For each x e E2 choose az e G\. Put E = {ctt x t: t g E2} and let n = suvxeE2d(aT). Then For part (iv) the inequality is trivial if n is infinite, so we suppose n < oo . Then there exist a partition A = A\ U A2 U A^ of A, subsets Ej ç G,, the dual°f Gj = UaeAj G° 0' = 1, 2, 3), a/ia' Af g N such that
(ii) Ei = {l}, (iii) sup{/Q : a G ^2} < 00 and sup{a"(o-) : a G E2) < 00, a«a" (iv) G3 «as no exceptional factors, and E3 = FTRM-l(G3) U FTRM(G3). Conversely, any set satisfying (i)-(iv) is local central A(p) for all p e (2, 00). Proof. Choose m > (Q(E))4, and put A\ = {a G A: aa is trivial for every ct g £} . Let A2 = {a G A \ A\ : la < max(8, 2m)} , put A3 = A \ (A¡ u A2), and let Ej = {(oa)aeA¡-(oa)aeA G E) for ; = 1, 2, 3. Then (i), (ii) , and the first part of (iii) hold by construction.
It is easy to see that £%((<Ja)) = Y\a^l(aa) and that if d(a) > 1 then (C4(c))4 > 2. Since GQ is almost simple, d(aa) > 1 if and only if aa is nontrivial. Hence each a e E has at most log2 m nontrivial components.
Denote by Xa = X)£=i mk^k the highest weight of aa. By Lemma (3.2), aa®aa contains 2Xa-jak , 0 < j < mk , for each 1 < k < la . For j > 0 these are all distinct, so (C4(<7a))4 > Y,k=i mk ■ In particular, the coefficients mk are bounded by m; it follows from the Weyl dimension formula [11, Corollary 24.3] that d(aa) < d(môa) = (m + l)l°«l (where Sa = £J¡L, Xk , and Oa is the root system for GQ ). Consider a = (aa)a€Al G E2 : it has at most log2 m nontrivial components, each of which has degree at most that of môa ; since la < max (8, 2m ) it follows from the classification theorem and [17] that |<E>+| < max(120, 4m2). Lastly, consider o = (aa)aeA3 G E3. Observe that since la > 8 , none of the Ga is exceptional. From Lemmas (3.4) and (5.2) applied to aa , it follows that m > Na + 1, where Na is the N of Lemma (3.4). If Ga is of type B or C then the coefficients of Xa are zero for k > Na and hence for k > m ; since la > 2m the same holds for Ga of type D. For Ga of type A the coefficients are zero for Na < k < la -Na and so for m < k < la-m. For GQ of type B , C or D we have A7 < A{ for 1 < j < la -1 (at least), and for type A we have both Xj < X\ and X¡ < (Xi)!a+l~j for 1 <j<la.
Hence in types B, C, and D we have <ra < XJxa where /a = 2~Z¡T=i ^m¿ < m2 > since, as noted earlier, the sum of the coefficients is bounded by m . In type A we have aa < XJxa ® (X\)Ka where Ja = Y!k=\ k™k » Ka = Y!k=\ kmia+i-k > and Ja + Ka < m2 . Thus aa belongs to FTR7(Ga) for some j < m2. Further, since a has at most log2 m nontrivial components, it follows that a g FTRj ( If Eg = {((7a)aeA : a G E} is finite then there is x G 8? so that aj x x G E for infinitely many aT G T. It follows from [9, 37.18 ] that {oj G T: oj x x G E) , being infinite, contains an infinite Sidon, and hence A(p), set Ej . Then (Lemma (5.1)) Ej xx is an infinite A(p) subset of E.
Otherwise, Eg must be an infinite local A(p) subset of 8? (Lemma (5.1)). For each a = (oa)a£A G Eg, let A" = {a G A: aa # 1}, and note that suppig, \Aa\ < 41og2(C4(^)) < °o. If Eg contains an infinite subset E's so that the Aa , a G E's , are disjoint, then by (6.1) Ey is A(p). For each a e Ey choose one Oj G T so that 07-x tr g £ ; then by Lemma (5.1) {0-7-x a : a G .E^} is an infinite A(p) subset of E.
If no Ey as above exists, then there must be an index qo and an infinite subset Ey C Eg so that qo G Aa for every a G Ey. Now (5.3) implies that there are only a finite number of possibilities for aao, and hence there is an infinite subset of Ey whose elements agree on Gao, that is, having the form oq x Ey. By (5.1), Ey is an infinite local A(p) subset in the dual of 8?" = YlazA' G<* where A' = A \ {a0} , and again by (5.1) any infinite A(p) subset of Ey will yield an infinite A(p) subset of E. Our construction ensures that \A'a\ = \AaoXa\ -1 for a G Ey ; if we now repeat the above arguments the worst that can happen is that we reach the case of an infinite local A(p) set each of whose elements is supported by a single Ga . Since no Ga admits an infinite local A(4) set [6] , there is an infinite subset to which (6.1) can be applied, and we are done. G (6.3) Remark. Theorems (4.8) and (6.2) bring us close to an analogue of (5.5) for A(p) sets. The chief obstruction is in determining whether the set E' in the proof of (5.5) is local A(p) when the ranks of the Ga are unbounded. The representations in E' are less "rank-independent" than those which occur in FTR or partial m-fold FTR sets in the following sense: the highest weight of each representation in E' has a weight whose multiplicity increases with the rank of Ga (for example, 0 occurs as a weight of Ai + X¡a with multiplicity la ) whereas the representations in FTR or partial m-fold FTR sets have the multiplicities of their weights bounded independently of the ranks of the supporting groups. We have been unable to determine whether this difference, or any other, is sufficient to prevent E' being local A(4).
